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Anatomy Of A Rack
The method to the madness. by Dave Rat

Editor’s NotE: Prior to hitting the road with soundgarden on 
tour last summer, dave rat documented his front of house racks. this 
collection of gear was deployed with a main system of L-Acoustics 
K1 line source (3-way) loudspeakers in flown arrays, K1-sB (2 x 
15-in) subwoofers, and LA8 amplified controllers. dave notes that 
some of the pieces were dictated by sub configurations he planned to 
use, while the dorrough meters were on hand to provide clear visuals 

of average versus peak simultaneous metering of his subgroup com-
pression technique. He set up the front of house position “sideways,” 
with the racks in front of him and the console controlled by his right 
hand: “the goal is to have a wide open space between the band and i, 
with no gear between, while being able to clearly see the rtA, system 
EQs and rack gear. stepping back allows a full scan of everything 
going on with the system.”

>>>>>>>>>>>>

BSS FCS-960 1/3-octave EQ 
for mid-show EQ changes on 
L/R insert. It’s quick and easy, 
and I can see exactly how 
much EQ is in the system.

dbx RTA-1 analyzer 
wired to the cue bus and 
switchable to the room 
mic. It’s fast and truly 
looks like what is heard 
without the lag of most 
software-based RTAs.

Meyer Sound CP10 paramet-
ric EQ on L/R insert for main 
system EQ. I want to see ALL 
the EQ done on the rig, so 
these replace EQ normally 
hidden in the processors.

Dorrough meter (huge) on 
L/R display average and 
peak simultaneously so I 
get a visual on how much 
compression is in play.

Klark Teknik DN410 
stereo parametric 
EQ inserted on the 
dual subwoofer 
sends.

BSS DPR-901II used as a 
subwoofer comp to control 
the dynamics of the subs.

Hands-on control over the 
sub low-pass via this BSS 
FDS-310 crossover.

XTA DP448 
to process 
the “Vortex” 
or other 
subwoofer 
setups.

dbx 120X-DS 
subharmonic 
synthesizer 
used as an 
effects send to 
rock the super 
low-end on 
some songs.

The extra Meyer 
CP10 will handle 
center fill as well 
as lawn feeds.

CD player/burner to grab 
house mixes to keep me 
on track sonically over the 
course of the tour.

Two Dorrough meters on 
the dual subwoofer sends 
and two on the stereo 
cue, again, offering aver-
age and peak visuals.

Lexicon PCM60, my primary 
vocal and drum reverb. No 
screens, just buttons – fast 
and easy, and I can change 
settings blindfolded.

Eventide H3500 proces-
sor does any vocal 
effects. I can directly 
punch in effects pro-
grams on the keypad.

A Roland SDE-3000 digital 
delay that I likely won’t use 
because I will have a Roland 
RE-20 space echo sitting on 
the console for vocal delays.

TC Electronic M2000 to 
cover any additional effects 
the band requests.

Dave Rat (www.daverat.com) heads up rat sound systems inc., based in southern California, and has also been a mix 
engineer for more than 25 years.

BSS FCS-960 and 
Meyer CP10 act as 
side wrap hang EQ 
to match the sound 
of the mains.

Pair of Empirical 
Labs Distressors for 
vocal group comps.

12 channels of my favorite 
compact comp, BSS DPR404, 
for guitars, bass and drums.

Spare Empir-
ical Labs 
Distressors.

Two Klark Teknik DN510 
dual gates for kick mics 
and snare top/bottom.

Empirical Labs 
Lil FrEQ for lead 
vocal and bypass-
ing the console 
channel EQ.

16 channels of Tonelux 
mic preamps that allow 
me to bypass the console 
mic pre and return into 
the channel insert of key 
inputs.

Klark Teknik 
DN514 
quad gate 
for toms.

BSS Soundweb London to 
process a new technique of 
controlling the “power alley” 
and reduce null zones.


